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News Briefs

University parking spaces are filled once again

NATION
Tis the season to go shopping
Holiday shopping kicked off with a bang this past weekend, as
and scores of anxious Christmas shoppers flooded stores,
in search of the perfect gift.
Though first day reviews for the traditional opening-weekend•Thanksgiving looked very promising, retailers are not taking
chances, since consumers now do the bulk of their holiday
shopping in the final week of the season.
'Traffic was pretty good both Friday and Saturday," said Ann
Brtelew, a spokeswoman for the Dayton Hudson Corporation,
which operates the Target and Mervyn's chains and several
department stores. "But it appeared the customer was doing a lot
I browsing, more browsing than buying,"
Whatever your fancy - whether it is shopping now or waiting
ad the end, there are only 23 more days until Christmas. Good
nek!

Luring superstar professors to teach more

offered.
At major universities, many professors devote themselves
®Mly to writing, research and teaching graduate students.
Academia has gotten plusher and plusher," said Frederick
^.president of Oberlin College. "It has lost sight of its central
^ don: teaching."

World
Cuban athletes jump at opportunity to detect
0" Sunday, 34 of the 900 members of the Cuban delegation
fading the 17th Central American and Caribbean Games in
SRico defected to the United States, all of whom were seek^ Political asylum.
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a Cuban exile group.
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Today the "disappearing academic superstar - a Nobel Prize
tinner or a celebrated author who attracts students only to prove
-^approachable - is a source of frequent discontent."
Therefore, university administrators are fighting back with
ingenious ways to keep their 'superstars' in the .classroom.
Chang-Lin Tien, chancellor of the University of California at
erkeley, came up with his solution last year. "I called the
Academic Senate and all of the department chairmen," he said,
«i asked them to initiate a voluntary system where the most
SWOT professors would teach freshmen seminars on topics they
®ea very special interest in." Today, 130 such seminars are
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For the few students
who stayed on campus
during the break, finding a
parking space near their
residence was not a prob
lem.
However, as finals
approach, those spaces
have become (it seems)
permanently occupied. In
these times of stress before
finals, remember that the
15-minute walk from the
car to the library might just
be the tension reliever you
need.

For more stress-reduc
ing tips, see page 3.

Court of Sponsors wall near completion
Allison Kajiya
News Editor
UOP benefactors will soon be
immortalized, when the Court of
Sponsors is officially dedicated
on Founder's Day, set for March
of 1994.
Currently under construction
directly in front of SouthWest
Residence Hall, the Court of
Sponsors pays tribute to those
individuals, foundations, church
es and corporations that donate a
minimum endowment of $25,000
to the University.
Director of Development for
the Office of Institutional
Advancement Vern Ummel said,

"This Court of Sponsors is a way
of honoring or mentioning those
persons who have established an
endowment of $25,000 or more."
According to Ummel, the
court is near completion. He said
that a plaque that will go into the
pavement that interprets the pur
pose of the court and the names
of the donors are the only ele
ments needed to complete the
project.
Through the donation of such
endowments, the University is
able to designate the funds
toward the creation of scholar
ships, program enhancement, fac
ulty development, book funds
and the purchase of needed

UOP Benerd School of
Education reaccredited
Ron Owens
University Relations
The National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher
Education has affirmed that
UOP's Gladys L. Benerd School
of Education meets or exceeds
NCATE standards.
NCATE, the U.S. Department
of Education's and the Council of
Postsecondary Accreditation's
only authorized body to accredit
schools, colleges and depart
ments of education, reaccredited
UOP's School of Education at the
basic and advanced levels,
according to Dr. Arthur E. Wise,
president of the 39-year-old
accrediting agency.
"This is a distinction enjoyed
by only 500 out of 1,300 schools
of education," Wise said. The
School's faculty, staff and admin
istration as well as the University
should be congratulated for com
pleting this professional endeav
or."
The Benerd School of
Education was one of the first to
be approved by NCATE when it
was established in 1954, and

today meets all 18 standards in
the knowledge base, practical
experience, students, faculty and
governance categories.
The reaccreditation process
began three years ago with a selfstudy, included the visit of the
examiners to the Stockton cam
pus this past spring, and conclud
ed with a six-member committee
drafting of the "NCATE Board of
Examiners Report."
According to the report, the
Benerd School of Education
meets various basic and advanced
level standards in such categories
as curriculum content, design and
delivery; curriculum content
relating to specialty studies; pro
fessional studies; and clinical and
field-based experiences. NCATE
also reported that UOP's School
of Education has a strong rela
tionship with graduates and
schools.
The standard was also met for
the School's admission criteria,
according to the NCATE report.
"The cultural diversity among the
students is good," the report
states. "The Gladys L. Benerd

(See Education page 11)

equipment.
The Court of Sponsors is a
part of the University's
"Fulfilling
the
Promise
Campaign," according to Ummel.
"It is a direct way in which we
can tell people how they will be
recognized," he said. "It is also a
way of making the gift tangible.
We hope other people will see
that and ask questions and won
der how they too can participate."
As for the campaign, all is
going well Ummel said. "We are
ahead of schedule. Right now
we're at $49 million. It will take
the total effort of the President,

faculty and staff to see that it is
met. Hopefully we will meet and
exceed our goal."
Since the campaign publicly
kicked-off on Nov. 12, the
University has raised nearly twothirds of the $70 million goal.
According to Ummel, the
University makes sure their
donors are acknowledged. He
said, "Through our office, we try
to contact every person to say
what their endowment accom
plished during the year and what
it will continue to accomplish in
the current year." Ummel also

(See Sponsors page 12)

College Campus Republicans
sponsor toy and clothing drive
James Abbott
Guest Writer
UOP's chapter of College Campus Republicans (CCR) is proud to
announce the start of its 1993 St. Mary's Homeless Shelter
Toy/Clothing Drive, which is scheduled to last from Nov. 15 through
Dec. 15.
All interested parties are asked to give a new toy (valued from $3
to $10). Toys can be brought to the following locations: Bums
Tower, Summit Dining Room or the Library.
We are also asking for donations of clothing or personal hygiene
products, such as towels, shampoo or soaps. These items can also be
brought to the above mentioned locations.
All items donated will be delivered to St. Mary's Dining hall on
Dec. 16 where they will be wrapped and distributed to anxiously
awaiting children.
The CCR has set its toy goal at 225. St. Mary's Dining Hall pro
vides educational services to about 75 children per day and feeds
approximately 200.
Please give this holiday season. Help make a child's Christmas
wish come true.
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Ski resort gears up for winter
•

Ski Homewood fired up its
new snowmaking system last
week to begin building a snowpack at the base of its mountain,
and was given a boost by Mother
Nature this week with a snow
storm that brought up to five
inches of snowfall by Monday.
This is the second season in its
31-year history the west shore

Lake Tahoe resort is able to begin
its ski season with the help ot a
new snowmaking system.
"We plan to open after a cou
ple of good storms, we have
about seven inches of snow.
With the new snowmaking and
extensive brush clearing we com
pleted this summer, we'll be able
to open the mountain with good

1 • conditions on rv\i
i/->Vl less
laop snow
Cn/IfP.fifs.
areas.
ski
much
The new snowmaking system
than previous years," Mike
extends to four lower mountain
Wolterbeek, spokesperson for the
lifts and lower mountain beginner
resort said.
The snowmaking system will trails, but natural snowfall is
needed for the resort to open.
offer more dependable coverage
"Skiers should keep an eye
to the lower areas on the north
on the weather and the
and south sides of the resort.
storm snowfall totals, and
Besides providing coverage for
the beginner and children's ski check the snowphone for
updated information. We are
ready for the season and would
like to open soon. We're jost
waiting for the storms that are
forecast to come through,'
Wolterbeek said.
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For ski conditions at Ski
Homewood, call the resorts 24hour snowphone at 916-5252900 and for more information
on skiing at Ski Homewood call
916-525-2992.
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The Read-In, sponsored by the
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Pacific
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Center's Pacific
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Literacy Corps, will kick off
CONTACTS
Monday, Dec. 6 at 11 a.m. on the
McCaffrey Center stage.
GOLDEN KEY BEAUTY
The 48-hour Read-In will
SALON
focus on the importance literacy
presents
plays in our lives in a free soci
ety, while strengthening the cam
$8.
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SHAMPOO, CUT,
Volunteers are needed to read
CONDITIONING RINSE
for one or more 30 minute time
• 740 PACIFIC AVE/#957-6300
slots. Volunteers may read what
NEW CLIENTS ONLY
ever they like, whether it is notes,
| ynin wiTHO'fT frTfinFNTJ.D

Director, Plan,wet Giving
Former Director Alumni Programs

The two book set is now available from the UOP Bookstore. The two books
will be the ideal holiday gift for someone who cares about ihe Uni vcrsily and
wants to know more about how il developed from a small, liberal arts college
to become one of the major comprehensive universities in the nation.
CONTACT UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE TODAY To HAVE COPIES SENT
Make check payable to University Bookstore, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, CA 95211
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social, but don't get behind
because it'll snowball and you'll
be hating life when midterms and
finals roll around."
With this advice, the college
a justment may seem simple But
according to Counseling Center
Psychologist Jack Pflugrath, colege life often creates many prob
lems for first-year students.
''Freshmen face the obvious
problems of leaving home —
leaving a familiar setting to
something new — and all the
challenges that it involves, like
making new friends. Most are
ready to leave home, but it's
comfortable there and it's differ
ent here. So they get a little
homesick," Pflugrath said.
He added that students also
may have a hard time adjusting to
academic life, such as the large
classes. Starting their first year,
Pflugrath said, students must
learn to deal with new and stress
ful situations.
Probably one of the biggest
challenges in the first year is to
find that balance," he said. "You
have to find a way to manage
yourself here — manage your
living situation and the whole
new academic world."
Pflugrath stressed the impor
tance of discussing one's feelings
during this transition stage.
"I suggest for freshmen that
they talk about it, maybe with
their roommate, a resident advis
er or counseling services," he
said. "If students find they are in
a repetitive pattern and they can't
get out, it's very important to talk
about it."
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Ten Proven Stress Reducers
Some tips to stressed-out students:

4. Eat healthful foods and don't overeat — always
feel a little hungry when you leave the table.
5. Procrastination is stressful. Whatever you want
t° do tomorrow, do today; whatever you want to do
power of literacy.
jL today, do now.
We would greatly apptf
6- Relax your standards. The world will not end if
your participation in this sp
fee grass does not get mowed this weekend.
event. Thank you for y°u
7- An instant cure for most stress: 30 minutes of
port.
''risk walking or other exercise.
Make everyday purchases by cash or check,
Save credit cards for major planned purchases.
Do nothing which, after being done, leads you
to tell a lie.
10- Remind yourself that even Babe Ruth struck
0ut 1,330 times.

Y Center at 946-2444.
The Pacific Literacy CoipJ
part of a nationwide effort injj>
ed in the 1960's to promote d
dom and dignity through
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Groups serve older students' needs
Jennifer Burgess
College Press Service

"

degree in that field.
"They don't want to make a
drastic change, so they get into
the same field, although there are
a few who want a drastic change
and that's why they're going
back to school," Trinidad said.
When Norman Tognazzini
returned to school at the age of
34 he realized how different he
was from the younger, traditional
students at Northern Arizona
University. Tognazzini returned
to school in 1984 to get an under
graduate degree in English and
philosophy. He noticed that the
younger students were talking to
each other, but that the older stu
dents were not communicating at
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Returning to college can be a
<
frightening experience for an
administrators.
adult, but there are organizations
ad
•n* Faculty Senate at the University of Houston
Nov. 18, 1978 in
<
On
on campuses across the country
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the
university's
aWehc
prognttns
be
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0
i4l
Guyana Ryan's
Jonestown,
designed to help these non-tradi
father, Congressman Leo J. Ryan
tional students make the neces
pacuity Senate earta Ws m «*
n cA), was gunned down by
sary adjustments to college life.
!
Lck interest ip collegiate sports, but the
followers
of People's Temple cult
According to the Department
poilwTdd not support the ficulty senate's suggestion „ leader Jim Jones. This event set
of Education statistics for the the
ff a mass murder and suicide of
fall 1991 semester, 4.1 million of
them
Zt of 300 students polled, only 8 percent said they
°
ver 900 men, women and chil
all undergraduate college stu
a athletic games at UH. But 64 percent satd the un!^. dren that shook the world. Ever
dents are above the age of 25.
aSetothould remain, despite the senate's recommendatio,.
jnce, Ryan has been an outspo
Eastern Tennessee State
Acuity
Senate
President
Geotge
Retter
satd
the
snafa,,,
ken
critic of the unethical and
University has a program called
\T
that
students
don't
really
care
about
the
university,.
•(legal practices of destructive
the Center for Adult Programs
tehStfe
said he was disappointed that students disagreed*. cults and a spokesperson for the
and Services to provide services
all.
SSsh« to eliminate athletics altogether, since they
unique to the needs of non-tradi
rights of cult victims.
After graduating, Tognazzini
Ryan 's interest in educating
tional students.
adjust to college life easily started an organization to help the
students
who
come
to
her
office
^j^SorofAAletics
Bill
Carr
said
the
survey
is
encouraj,.
"Adult students feel very
the public about the problem
non-traditional students academi
want to become involved in cam because he had the support of
rhe
athletic
department
because
it
shows
that
students
are
i*.
alone. They haven't had the ben
springs
not only from her father's
cally, socially and financially. He
other non-traditional students.
•d
in
maintaining
the
athletics
on
campus.
The
non-binding
„
efit of a high school guidance pus activities, but are not interest
v
murder. Her sister became
The
National
The Adult Program offers founded
tion asks for the elimination ot the football andi basketball n, involved in a dangerous cult less
counselor; many don't have fami ed in the clubs and organizations
Association
of
Returning
non-traditional students at
and it asks that the baseball, golf, track, volleyball, tennis, sv. than two years after her father's
ly support," said Carla Warner, designed for traditional students.
Temple
University,
in Students (NARS) in January
She said these non-traditional
director of the Center.
ming and diving teams become self-supporting.
death. She has spoken at both
1991.
Philadelphia, 34 workshops in
The center provides orienta organizations can benefit the stu
Carr said that although most students rarely attend the afc national and international meet
NARS
is
a
non-profit
organi
the fall semester. The workshop
tion, academic counseling and dents by making them feel
events they realize the importance of athletics to the univer® ings and conferences about the
topics range from effective study zation in Oregon that provides
scholarship information, and also involved in the school.
"A iot of the students have busy schedules and probably Ci dangers of destructive cults. She
services to students 25 years and
ing to life management skills.
Warner defines adult students
has an emergency message ser
come
out to the events as much as they would like," Can said has also been interviewed freThe program consists of two older. The organization helps
vice. Warner said this service is as anyone 23 years or older, but
Carr said he would not want to run an athletic departments
non-traditional students deal with
said there are a lot of exceptions. full-time and one part-time coun
important because day care cen
out
student funding. He said student support is fundamental to
selor. The program offers both lifestyle changes, school financ
ters and schools need to reach Some of the non-traditional stu
athletic
program because when students pay tin athletic feet
ing and lost wages.
career and academic counseling.
parents when a child is sick and dents are younger than 23 and
The monthly NARS newslet
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The monthly group support meet
Fran Abbott
have families.
needs to be sent home.
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Executive Director, Anderson Y <
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As of late, "Take It to the Streets'
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a
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tion rate.
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adult
students
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feeling
that
Reiter said the graduation rate of athletes should be muchk the community resources to interaci
"The biggest problem is fear
electricity from being turned off hours per week.
they belong. Instead of develop
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considering
the athletes receive scholarships. Almost half of a healthier university.
of
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unknown,
fear
of
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At Bridgewater State College,
when the student could not afford
ing social programs similar to
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can
adjust
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school
life
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$5
million in scholarship money is for 250 athk
university's
in Bridgewater, Mass., non-tradi
to pay her bill.
those
of
traditional
students,
their family life," Trinidad said.
out of 400 student athletes. According to Reiter, the problem; ing the Diversity in the Workplace :
Inside the center's office is a tional students meet weekly to
Tognazzini suggests activities
Trinidad
advises
returning
stu
athletes is that many are not qualified to be college stude I remembered that my particular pa
room where non-traditional stu talk about classes, professors and
that spouses, children and friends
dents
to
take
one
class
at
a
time
"They wind up being used up for entertainment and they don: diversity stems from my own feelin
dents can eat their meals with fel their families. The group is called
can
get
involved
in.
He
said
an
until they adjust to their additionand harassed. Maybe, it is the pathc
an education or a career," he said.
low non-traditional students. Older Adult Students in School.
open-house program where the
. al responsibilities.
perately hopes that her son will be s
"The
group
gives
them
some
According to Warner, the break
family meets the instructors and
She
said
most
of
the
students
streets
of Stockton. Or, it could s
room gives these students the thing to feel associated with, it
has
the
opportunity
to
sit
in
on
who
return
to
school
at
Temple
which will support their eigth grade
feeling that they have somewhere gives them an identity," said
University want to advance in the classes can make transitions eas
ing. Or, maybe it is feeling the pai
George
Weir,
a
group
member.
to go on campus.
job they have and choose to get a ier for the student's family.
where who have been stripped of a
Weir,
70,
said
he
was
able
to
Warner said a majority of the
considered "different"—"less than'
HOT WGRifcdtt THE Pi
HOT WORDS IN THE EAST
of Indian Affairs "White" card.
1. Phat — Good, special pumped up.
For most of us at the symposiur
2. Ken — A guy one. We acknowledged that chang
(also spelled fat)
phrases will catch on and become
surveys taken at 25 public and theorize that its use evolved from
2. Step — Back off (used cooks often
recited the litany that "attitude is t
Diana Smith
standard in the English or simply
private schools, ranging from the the New York fashion industry.
3.
Forclempt
—Alii
that recognizing our own worth is
as a warning)
College Press Service
fade away.
Cholo, on the other hand, is a
University of Massachusetts and
processing our own feelings, findii
3. Zone out — To lose con UP
"We want to keep track of it
I
Mawr College of Western/Southwestern word that
Quick — someone just Bryn
4. Heinous—Ugly." relationships and, if necessary, filin
centration
to
Tulane once was used to describe a for a while and see where it's
referred to you as "phat." Have Pennsylvania,
Speaker after speaker, hit on the
going," Leslie said.
4. Boot — To vomit after sive
you been insulted? (No.) What if University in New Orleans and Mexican gang member as being
Supervising the survey was a
5. Step off — Get2«- national focus on values and princi]
drinking alcohol
someone says your homeskillet is Baylor University in Texas, to extremely macho. "Fly" is a
we would need to actively pursue t
lot of fun — "cool beans" as
5. Herb — Geek, loser
warning)
cholo ("thanks") or you forgot to Santa Monica College and the word that arose from the Africanwe heard that diversity is all diffe
American culture, also meaning they would say in the Midwest or
6. 24-7 — 24 hours a
6. Crib — Home, abode
momaflauge your crib ("uh- University of California-Los
phonal origin, but sexual oriental
"beauteous maximus" in the
Angeles in the West. The words cool or good. Some examples of
7.
High postage — seven days a week
oh")?
, n and on, the speaker drove homt
East. "I've had a ball," Leslie
If you're as uncertain about were then ranked in order of pop the use of "fly":
Conceited female
7.
Chog - A age to productivity by ignoring the
said.
"My,
that's
a
fly
frock
you're
this hip speech as most people ularity according to region.
8. Take the L train — To Englander, origin unknot j tance in the workplace.
One of the most surprising
wearing today." (Not cool at all.)
Susan Leslie, vice president of
are, consult a list of the hottest
lose at something
Our schools, colleges and univ
8. Salt sucker —
reactions came from students'
"Get
the
flyswatter."
marketing, said the survey was
words on college campuses com
laboratories
f°r the working throi
9. Beauteous maximus — a Midwesterner who
parents when they found out
piled recently in a nationwide the first conducted by Merriam- (Extremely uncool.)
ay, decade by decade in our soc
about the survey, she said.
A good deal, thing
"Lookin' fly, girlfriend."
have sense to
survey by Merriam-Webster, Webster of Springfield, Mass.
hel n
"We've
had
parents
from
all
(Cool,
though
a
little
dated).
"We
didn't
claim
it
was
going
10.
Chiphead
—
Computer
his/her mouth when5 g P ' the continued strive for t
publisher of Webster's Collegiate
nvironiTients where the human sp
The main purpose of the sur over calling us up and saying,
jockey
to be a wholly scientific survey,
Dictionary.
ming in the ocean.
.
'I've got to have these words. I
vey was to see how new lan
There, you'll find that being but college campuses are often
11. Fly —Cool
9. Phat — Veryco®.
don't
understand a word they're
phat, or cool, is a positive thing. where new words and phrases guage is being devised and used
12. Spoink — An indefinite
10. Cool beans and to see whether the words and saying,"' Leslie said.
A homeskillet is a good friend show up," she said.
unit of measure
very pleasing
A number of interesting trends
and cholo means macho, while
13.
Momaflauge
—
To
hide
momaflauging your crib means became apparent, she said. First,
something you don't want
hiding anything in your suitcase the popularity of some words is
HOT WORDS IN
your mom to see
1. Bump
or room that you don't want your strongly regional. Second, many
t*
14. Heater — A cigarette
drop. ("I bumped tha'
parents to find. As in, "Wait a of the hip phrases arise from
15. Circle of death — A bad
minute while I momaflauge my African-American and Hispanic
2. Blizz — A c
cultures. Third, there was a small,
pizza
stash."
unrestrained action
<£h
On the other hand, you but interesting increase in the use
16. Long nose — A liar
3. In the house wouldn't want to be known as an of product brand names to con
HOT WORDS IN THE SOUTH
herb (a geek), a long nose (a liar) vey certain qualities, like describ
1. Dog
A frian/^
A
friend, L.JJ
buddy
^Tag-Ton^
or high postage (a conceited ing someone as "Nike" or
2.
Jet
—
To
leave
female). Once you've got that "Quaker Oats." Fourth, certain
graffiti)
J
3. Jimmie — a condom
down, remember that a circle of retroactive words are coming
5. Cholo-vayji
death is a bad pizza, a jimmie is a back into use, such as crib (mean
4. Scam — To cruise for
AUTHE
6. The kind
^
men, women
condom, a blizz is a crazy prank, ing home base). Crib was popular
used to refer to ^
Vo
and a spoink is an indefinite mea in the 1950s.
w
SANDWICHES • FRES
5. Sauce —Beer
being bought.
J
• DRAFT BEE
"There was a definite region
sure.
more.
6. Wat up — How are you
7.
Virtual
---*»
•
3
That's just a sampling of the alism that was coming off,"
doing?
not quite real, (h' j
nearly 50 words and phrases Leslie said. "The absolute hottest
7.
Kicks
-—
Shoes
word
in
the
East
was
phat."
deemed as the most popular on
reality: "He
8. Buff — Muscular
Phat, sometimes spelled fat,
the nation's college campuses
has a virtual job- j
Books ... and a Whole Lot More'
has appeared in The New York
C
eGSy
Corn
today. All in all, about 1,000 dif
m ^
~~
y< stupid
8. Hook UP j
Lower Level * McCaffrey Center
ferent words were culled from Times several times, and some
10. Homeskillet — A good
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Patricia Ryan, president of the national Cult Awareness Network to speak
on Monday, Dec. 6.

MONEY, MAJORS,
AND MORE!!!
Burton Jay Nadler
Director UOP Career Services
I trust you have returned to
campus nourished and invigorat
ed, ready to sprint down the prefinal homestretch to the semes
ter's end. I know some have
come back curious, while others
remain furious. First, the inquiry,
then we will deal with anger and
frustration.
What's an information conver
sation?
It is when you speak with
someone informally about his/her
career. It can occur spontaneous
ly by circumstance or it can be
planned following a formal tele
phone or written request. It is
not, as others call it, an "informa
tional interview." The word
"conversation," better reflects the
desired casual and brief nature of
the exchange. It is not really an
interview, but simply a conversa
tion with one person asking
another about his/her career.
Also, "information conversation"
rhymes and is easy to remember
for those of us getting on in
years. Seriously, this activity is
perhaps the very best, yet most
underutilized way to examine and
clarify career or job search goals.
By asking questions, like these
below, you gain a sense of
whether you wish to identify a
profession as a educational,
career or job search target worthy
of next steps.
What do you really do?
How did you get this job?
How did you get your first job
in the field?
What would a typical first job
in this field be today?
Does it require any specialized
education or graduate training?
What advice would you give
someone looking for this type of
job?
Can you suggest someone else
with whom I can have an infor
mation conversation?

Honestly, the more people you
talk to, the more focused you
become, the more likely you will
someday find a great job. Alumni
are most often very willing to
share information about their
backgrounds. And, they are most
likely flattered to receive
requests. Our newly revised
Alumni Directory is an excellent
resource because it has a great
occupational index. (Kudos to the
Alumni and Parents Programs
staff and to the Alumni
Association for their efforts.) You
can easily find an alum in almost
any field imaginable. Stop by
our office on the 2nd floor
McConchie Hall, and we will
quickly explain the best approach
for contacting alums for informa
tion conversations. Oh well, I
will explain it now if you
promise to immediate have one!
Simply, write a well crafted
formal request and, as soon as
possible, follow with a call to
determine if the person is willing
to speak with you. Then, via a
telephone or an in-person conver
sation you ask the above ques
tions. After, write a thank you
note. What follows depends
upon whether you are conducting
research or job search efforts.
Again, we will coach you
through the entire process if you
visit the office. Information con
versations are very productive.
Ask anyone who has taken my
Lifelong Learning "Job Search
Made Simple" course (a subtle
plug for January Term or Spring
Term offerings).
(see Nadler page 11)
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Thursday, Dec. 2
Women of the World Series, Bechtel Lounge, 12 p.m.
Crew meeting, WPC 213,12 p.m.
Nooner, "Prayer Wheel" to perform live, McCaffrey Center Stage,
12 p.m.
MECHA, Student Service Group, WPC 123,5 p.m.
Language Tables, Bechtel Center, 5:30 p.m.
Domestic Violence Program, WPC 130,6 p.m.
Global Nomads, Bechtel Center Conference Room, 6 p.m.
College Life Christian Fellowship, Static Attic, 8 p.m.
Korean American Student Association Bible Study, WPC 122, 8
p.m.
UPBEAT Films, HEART AND SOULS, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
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Fran Abbott
-semester athletic fee gives the athletic
y to the students because the athletic Executive Director, Anderson Y Center
The total annual budget for the athletAs of late, 'Take It to the Streets" has had a lot to do with Celebrate
Diversity '94. The day to day personal experiences of translating the
em with athletes is that academics®
resources of the academic world into tools for community develop
id the athletes at UH have a 14 percent
ment has come a real conviction. The key to our future is learning to
.er students have a 23 percent graduawork and live in harmony with one another. As important as it is for
lie campus to contribute to the community, it is equally important for
i rate of athletes should be much high- le community resources to interact with the campus in order to build
rceive scholarships. Almost half of the ahealthier university.
cholarship money is for 250 athletes, This week, I has cause to pause for reflection (AGAIN) after attend
According to Reiter, the problem with ing the Diversity in the Workplace Symposium at the Stockton Hilton,
tot qualified to be college students, 'remembered that my particular passion for dealing with the issues of
ip for entertainment and they don't get diversity stems from my own feelings of being shut out, ignored, angry
. said.
and harassed. Maybe, it is the pathos of sitting with a mother who des
perately hopes that her son will be spared the firing end of a gun on the
streets of Stockton. Or, it could stem from the joy of non-English
*itich will support their eigth grader in her pursuit of a career in teachOr, maybe it is feeling the pain of all indigenous peoples every
where who have been stripped of all they hold dear because they were
"different"—"less than" as I pull out my very own Bureau
IT
HCTT \V<3R*fcddJ THE
°fIndian Affairs "White" card.
pumped up.
rial
for most of us at the symposium, this journey was a very personal
2 . K e n — A guy win e' We acknowledged that change must start within ourselves. We
rec'ted the litany that "attitude is everything." Most of us understand
cooks often
sed
3. Forclempt — All c
N recognizing our own worth is a necessary first step, followed by
Processing our own feelings, finding allies in our quest for improved
up
oneP®
Ugly,
r
reiationships
and, if necessary, filing a charge and/or changing jobs.
4. Heinous
Speaker after speaker, hit on the need for an individual and organif'ter
sive
St
Get avvay' ?at'°nal focus on values and principles. If we are to be truly successful,
5.
would need to actively pursue the issue of diversity. Over and over,
warning)
a ^ weheard that diversity is all differences, not only race, religion and
"J!'0nal origin, but sexual orientation, size (dis) ability
everything,
seven days a week
A On and on, the speaker drove home the resultant disharmony and damJ?et° productivity by ignoring the calls for understanding and accep7.
Chog
w„
To Englander, origin unkno
ucvsef ?in the workplace.
8. Salt sucker
, J i, r schools, colleges and universities have provided the learning
a Midwesterner who °rJ! at0ries for the working through diversity to acceptance day, y
1,'' decade by decade in our. society. Educators were challenged to
have sense to
ilelilp ln the continued strive for these institutions to become modes
his/her
mouth
when
iter
"intents where the human spirit can grow. The call for top level
ming in the ocean.
(see Streets page 11)
9. Phat — Very c0
10. Cool beans —
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very pleasing
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Stop in for Details

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

,o00 W ALPINE AVENUE
23(1 BLOCK FROM L5)

*462-6668

Books ... and a Whole Lot More!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

Friday, Dec. 3
R.O.A.D. Substance Abuse Committee Meeting, McCaffrey
Center Conference Room, 8:30 a.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, WPC 140, 8 p.m.
The University Concert Band, Eric Hammer, Conductor, Faye
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, HEART AND SOULS, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 4
Christmas Craft, Fair and Gift Show, Spanos Center, 10 a.m.
Women's Forum, Community Involvement Progam, Regents
Dining Room, 11:30 a.m.
People to People Christmas Party, Bechtel Center, 3:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, HEART AND SOUL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 5
Christmas Craft, Fair and Gift Show, Spanos Center, 10 a.m.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Eric Hammer, Conductor, 3 p.m.
Anderson Y Read-In, McCaffrey Center, 6 p.m.
"Holiday Festival of Lights and Carols", Candlelight Procession
and Lighting of campus Holiday Tree Morris Chapel, 6 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, HEART AND SOUL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 6
R.O.A.D. Student Support Group, WPC 122,4 p.m.
Anderson Y Read-In, President's Room, 6 p.m.
R.O.A.D. Committee Meeting, Classroom Building 104,7 p.m.
ASUOP Senate, McCafffrey Center Conference Room, 9 p.m.
TUesday, Dec. 7
Anderson Y Read-In, President's Room, 1 p.m.
Amnesty International, McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 5:30
p.m.
Language Tables, Bechtel Center, 5:30 p.m.
RHA Hall Council, McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 6:30
p.m.
Pacific Brass Ensembles, Steve Hubbard, Director, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, A CHRISTMAS STORY, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 8
IPC Meeting, McCaffrey Center Conference Room, 5:30 p.m.
American Marketing Club, Weber 109,5:30 p.m.
Comedy Club, Static Attic, 7:45 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, A CHRISTMAS STORY, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
n.m.
The College Campus Republicans are sponsoring a Toy Drive all
this week to benefit a local homeless shelter. Collection sights will be
located in the library lobby, the dinning halls, Burns Tower, the
vlcCaffrey Center and the Bookstore.

ASUOP
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Student Information
The
African-American
Student Union is having a
Kwanza Celebration in the
Bechtel Center Lounge from 7:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. tonight. Come
find out all about this special cel
ebration.
There is a Cultural Awareness
Board reception Monday, Dec. 6
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Bechtel Center Lounge. This
event is a great opportunity to
"get connected" with UPBEAT.
Next Thursday, Dec. 9, the
Hillel Foundation's Hanukkah
Celebration will be held in the
Bechtel Center Lunge from 8
p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
ASUOP needs volunteers for a
Publicity committee. If you are
interested in helping others "get
connected" with ASUOP events,
contact Dave Baldeschweiler at
the ASUOP office.
The Motivation & Unity
Committee has already had its
second meeting. We are dis
cussing attendance at sporting

and social events, establishing
student governance of each class,
a UOP improvement day and
Band Frolic! If you are interested
in joining, please contact Jay-Jay
Lord at ASUOP (946-2233).
ASUOP Senate meetings are
still held every Monday night at 9
p.m. in the McCaffrey Center
Conference Room.
Student Issues
ASUOP is currently designing
a student center to be built some
where on the UOP campus to
hopefully be completed by the
beginning of next year. This pro
ject is enormous and we need
your help.
We are currently seeking sug
gestions for where to put the stu
dent center (it is easier to reno
vate a current building then start
over) and for how it should look.
Should it be a sports bar in
Raymond Great or a coffeehouse
in the newly designed Redwood
Room? We need your input! Call
or write Robert Decano at the
ASUOP office (946-2233).
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LaTonya Arnold
Opinion Editor
On many occasions I have heard many of you refer to The
Pacifican as The Pathetican. A lot of you have also expressed that |
your high school publication was better than UOP s.
Well our newspaper may not be perfect, but it is far from being
pathetic. The entire staff at the Pacifican are students just like your
self, and we work hard every week to get a paper out to this school
every Thursday. Most of us don't get time to read the paper when it
comes out because we are working on stories for the next issue. We
all have just as many units as you if not more. Some of us are alsoj
R.A.'s, or work at internships for our majors.
We have research projects, group presentations, mid-terms, and
term papers right along with the rest of the student body. We took on
this responsibility because we enjoy journalism, and we want to put
out a service to the UOP community. It isn't all fun and games. We
have problems sometimes, but every organization does; we work
them out. If anyone is pathetic, it is the apathetic individuals on this
campus that sits on their hinies and complains about things they are
not willing to put forth the effort in order to make the necessary|
changes; impatiently waiting for someone else to do it.
To the student body, faculty, and staff that have been active, by
writing letters or lending support-Thank You!

j

To the rest of you, Shut Up until you are willing to either join our
staff, write in with suggestions, or finally join the mainstream of the
university and start to make things happen for yourselves. I find it
quite frustrating to hear any complaints about this university from the
same people that sit in their rooms all night hanging out with their
friends, watching 90210 and Melrose with more concern than trying
to improve their academic environment. I watch them too. I love it,
but I'm also an editor on this staff (among other things). I'm not
going just set back and let decisions get made for me; don t you think
its about time you got involved too?

irnnir that
that TI as
mntp ironic
It find itu quite
as
a socialist should be agreeing
with the capitalist billionaire
about an issue relating to the wel
fare of workers. However, Ross
Perot is absolutely correct in his
opposition to NAFTA.
There is a saying that those
who do not learn from history are
doomed to repeat it. There is in
history another free trade agreement-the Open Door Policy in
China. The British East India
Company imported opium into
China converting many Chinese
into opium addicts. The foreign
capitalists who built factories
there paid no attention to the
environment or the health and
safety of workers in those facto
ries. Little children worked six
teen hours a day in factories
where they were often locked in
at night. In match factories they
got phosphorous burns all over
their bodies, and when they died,
they were simply thrown on the
trash heap for dogs to eat. They
were considered nothing more
than expendable input into a
product.

State of the Campus'
Dear Editor
I attended President
Atchley's informational meeting
on the "State of the Campus" on
November 4 and would like to
make,§pme observations. The
President talked about moving
forward instead of always look
ing back, and I agree. It is high
time for everyone on this campus
to realize that we need to begin to
work together, not as separate
entities, each with their own
agendas. Each of us has a valu
able contribution to make. This
does not mean that we have
to agree all the time, either
with each other or with the
President, but we need to be open
to ideas other than those we
espouse.
As a member of support
staff it was refreshing to
President Atchley remind the
Chair of the Academic Council
that the salary increases applied
across the board, not just the
faculty; to remind him that the
faculty is not the only group
of people working for the
good of UOP. In my six years on
this campus one of the things that
has been most frustrating to me,
and I know to many other staff
members, is the almost superior
attitude that is thrust at us by
some members of the faculty; the
ideas are only ones that are wor

thy of consideration and the feel
ing that we staff are, at best, tol
erated.
As I walked back to my
office from the presentation I was
appalled at the cynicism I was
hearing, over and over again,
from members of the faculty. It
was as though many had gone to
hear the President only to get
new tidbits to ridicule, tear apart
and laugh about.
I do not always agree with
the President and the rest of the
administration. You can ask
many people who know me and
they will tell you that I do my
own fair share of complaining,
but I think it is terribly unfair, and
harmful to the university, for
some people to have already
decided that no matter what is
said or done they are going to
find fault with it.
Come on folks! It's time
that we all agree that without
every person on this campus—
support staff, staff, administra
tion, students, and faculty—
would not be able to meet our
goals. Let us try to work together
and respect each other.

"

••
Supporters of NAFTA say a
similar situation couldn't occur
today because child labor laws
exist and environmental organi
zations have power. Well, judg
ing from the maquiladora facto
ries, I think they are being overly
optimistic. Pollution near these
factories is so bad that children
are being bom without brains or
with numerous other terrible birth
defects.
NAFTA, in my opinion, is
nothing but a smokescreen for
exploitation. American workers
will lose because high-paying
manufacturing jobs will translo
cate to Mexico and be replaced
by service sector jobs paying five
six dollars an hour. Mexican
workers will lose because of pol
lution, low pay, bad working con
ditions, and no benefits. It is a
lose-lose proposition for every
one except the American capital
ists who take advantage
of NAFTA to increase their
profits.
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Hope to hear from you!
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Sincerely,
Gary Scarborough

TOP TEN things done over
Thanksgiving Break...
10. Studied for finals...Not!
9. Dropped off laundry from the semester and brought back
a whole new set of clothes.
8. Cheated on your diet.
7. Cheated on your girl/boy friend.
6. Ate real food for once.
5. Finally started that 25 term page paper that was due
when you got back.
4. Got some Christmas shopping done.
3. Convinced parents that your grades are exceptional this
semester.
2. Got some z's....(slept).
And the number one thing done over break is.,

1. Realized that finals are in two weeks and you
haven't even opened your book this year...and
better yet, the final is cumulative.
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"The truck wasn't so lucky.
«Aw man, I totaled my
truck." Good grief. My mom
was going to kill me, my dad
was going to disown me, the
insurance would go up...I
screwed up big time.
"Yea well, the good news is it
wasn't your fault. The truck
company is going to pay for the
hospital, a new car and emotion
al suffering personal compensa
tion damages," Karen said.
I wondered if she was trying
to flash me some high-tech ter
minology from a poli-sci class.
"What does that mean?" I
asked, giving in to my igno
rance.
"It means you get a royal
cash bonus," she said.
A few hours later, when my
lunch plate arrived, I wished I
had some of that bonus to order
out for pizza. Hospital grub was
nauseating. Yellow stuff that
wiggled when I breathed; green
slop that smelled like saut6ed
mildew and good ole' red Jell0, the only thing I could posi
tively identify.
"Aren't you going to finish,
sweetie," the nurse crooned,
when collecting my plate.
"Uh, I'm full," I lied.
I guess nurses don't argue
sick people because she
ft 9uietIy, taking the smelly tin
plate with her.
I was trying to remember
omething about the nagging
. ln§
my head, when I
neardavoice.
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rCa^'Zed t£lat my neck brace
completely blocked out the

Sincerely,
Cathy Tanner
Secretary for Student
Affairs
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On Sept. 14, the Semester At
Sea program's S.S. Universe
departed Vancouver, BC as it
began the 1993 semester. The
Universe has visited Kobe, Japan

and Shanghai, China, and will
continue on to Taiwan, Malaysia,
India, Egypt, Turkey, Ukraine,
Greece and Morocco. The voy
age will end on Dec. 23 in Fort

though, to the kitchen feme
where in the basement
'

I'm Steve," he said, once in
my View. "1 got hit by a bus last
week."
"Kevin," 1 said. "Eighteen
wheeler."
Doesn't that just suck. I
mean here it is Thanksgiving
and all, and were not even going
to get turkey due to a shortage
on brown food coloring downstairs. I want to see the manager
of this joint."
Steve had a lot of spunk for
the state he was in. I couldn't
see the whole bed, but it looked
like everything he owned was
wrapped up in white gauze. I
couldn't tell his age or his size
by looking at him and he had
already been here a week.
We gotta do something
about this food," I said.
"Yea, we need some turkey,"
said Steve.
"And some gravy."
"And some sweet potatoes."
"And some cranberry sauce,"
I said.
"And some pumpkin pie."
"That does it!" I said, inter
rupting our fantasy menu. "I'm
calling my sister."
I am not really sure what I
requested or even what I expect
ed from my little sister with a
reputation for exploding meals.
But anything was better than our
color wheel meal. Karen slid
through our door well after din
ner, smuggling in a plate hidden
in her duffel bag.
"Now don't be mad you
guys, 1 couldn't get turkey," she
flustered. "I made you a pie."
"That's fine baby, lets have it
then," said Steve, watering at
the mouth.
"You guys have to promise
not to get sick from it." A legiti
mate request, I thought.
"Just give us some," I

UOP students Ryann Baird and Kristen Bender are currently participating
on the Fall 1993 voyage of Semester At Sea.

What's up Doc?
Q: If someone has mono,
how far away do you have to stay
from that person? What should I
be careful of?

Sarah Grimes, M.D.
Q: Does the University of the
Pacific Health Center provide
AIDS testing for students?
A: The Cowell Health Center
does not provide on-site testing.
The San Joaquin
AIDS
Foundation and the San Joaquin
Public Health Department both
provide free testing. The Public
Health Department tests anony
mously, which means results are
recorded by number rather than
by name. San Joaquin AIDS
Foundation offers free and
anonymous testing on Thursday
nights between 5:30 and 7:30
p.m. For further information,
please call 476-8533.

A: This is a very pertinent
question since there have been
multiple cases of mononucleosis
on campus. Infectious mononu
cleosis is an acute self-limited
disease which generally causes
symptoms of fatigue, headache,
loss of appetite, sore throat, fever
and enlarged lymph glands.
Other symptoms may include an
enlarged liver or spleen, swelling
of the eyelids and face and a gen
eralized rash. If the antibiotic
ampicillin is given to someone
with mono, a rash will develop in
approximately 90 percent of
cases.
The communicability of mono
is low to moderate, and felt to be
transmitted from the mouth and
throat. The virus appears to be

chomped.

Chief of Police

I don't know if it was the
drugs or our previous fasting,

(see Condiments page 11)

Bob Calaway
Tidbit: A person parked his
car in a no-parking zone in a
large city and attached the fol
lowing message to his wind
shield: "I have circled this block
10 times. I have an appointment
to keep. FORGIVE US OUR

TRESPASSES."
When
he
returned to his car, he found this
reply attached to his note along
with a ticket: "I have circled this
block for 10 years. If I do not
give you a ticket, I lose my job.
LEAD US NOT INTO TEMPTA
TION."
A road map will tell us every-
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should be strictly avoided.
There is no specific treatment
for mono. It is important to pro
vide supportive therapy and
guidelines for activity. Pain relief
for headaches, sore throat and
muscle aches can be accom
plished with Tylenol or aspirin.
Fluids and good nutrition are also
very important. Steroids may be
required in severe cases, but are
not indicated for routine mono
infections.
We do not believe that mono is
transmitted by casual contact. To
reduce your risk of infection,
avoid sharing drinking and eating
utensils. Kissing should be put on
hold for at least two weeks with
someone known to have mono.
And for those of you out there
with your second or THIRD case,
it can happen.
Special thanks to the SHAC
students for all their hard work
during the Great American
Smokeout.

From the Chief's desk: Programming for success

timed ately

h ^Jy

present in 90 percent of patients
with mono in the first week of ill
ness and possibly for many
months afterwards. The incuba
tion period is approximately 30 to
50 days. Most often the identity
of the contact person is not
known.
Mono is diagnosed by blood
testing which often identifies
antibodies to the virus. Once the
diagnosis is made, the physician
will counsel the patient on a suit
able level of activities. The acute
symptoms of mono usually
resolve in one to two weeks and
the fatigue resolves in two to four
weeks. While the patient has
symptoms of fever, sore throat,
fatigue and muscle aches, activity
should be limited to what the
patient can tolerate. Strict bed
rest is not required. As a sense of
feeling better returns, a gradual
return to daily activities and
school may occur. Rigorous
activity and athletic training

hollered.
Karen peeked both ways
down the hall before fumbling
with her bag and pulling out a
pumpkin pie. "I tried to make it
light," she said nervously, as we
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Lauderdale, FL. Three hundred structured travel opportunities
and
eighty-two students, that are developed by the Institute
representing 160 colleges and
and the faculty. Students may
universities across the United also choose to travel indepen
States, together with 33 senior
dently. Each class has a field
adult participants and 68 faculty
component requirement that the
and staff, are aboard for the voy student must complete during the
age.
voyage. Activities in port can
Semester At Sea, administered
include home stays with families
by the Institute for Shipboard
in the countries, visits to universi
Education and academically
ties, travel to places of historic,
sponsored by the University of cultural and religious signifi
Pittsburgh, is a program that cance, or simply free travel to
takes students, from colleges and experience life in the cities and
universities across the United rural areas. Stays in port range
States and abroad, around the from three to six days.
world each fall and spring semes
Semester At Sea uses the S.S.
ter. Students choose from 50 Universe, an 18,000 ton ship that
lower and upper division courses has been equipped as a floating
in a variety of disciplines. university. It includes classrooms
Courses offered are accredited by
with closed circuit television
the University of Pittsburgh and capabilities, a library, theater, stu
are fully transferable to the stu dent union and cafeteria. It also
dent's home institution. Classes
includes a swimming pool, bas
meet daily while the ship is at ketball and volleyball courts and
sea. The faculty are visiting pro a weight room, providing a cam
fessors, also from institutions pus atmosphere for participating
across the United States and students. A student life staff pro
abroad. All of the faculty have vides activities programming for
had extensive resident interna the periods of time at sea.
tional experience which serves to
Additional information may be
integrate course content with obtained by calling 1-800-854countries on the itinerary.
0195, or writing Semester At
When in port, students can Sea, 811 William Pitt Union,
choose from a wide range of
Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

II

See store for more details!
^ w. March Ln. In the College ^"Shopping
filter between Mervyn's and Best.
°ckton and Lodi store.
^ 957-7933
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Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

thing we want to know except
how to fold it up again.
You may be disappointed if
you fail, but you are doomed if
you do not try.
We need to ask ourselves sev
eral more questions. Do I associ
ate with people who are high
achievers? Do I listen to motiva
tional and inspirational tapes at
every opportunity? Do I act like
the person I would like to be? Do
I read educational or motivational
material for at least 20 minutes
every morning? Do I have the
self-discipline necessary to
become the person I want to be?
Do I use a mental rehearsal to
program my subconscious before
an important event?
According to Brian Tracy, the
power of suggestion is the most
powerful single influence on the
people we become. That is, the
power of the suggested influence
in the environment that surrounds
us. The people with whom we
habitually associate are the single
most influential part of our envi
ronment. If we are serious and
concerned about becoming high
achievers, it is important to asso

ciate with a positive reference
group of high-achievement indi
viduals.
Tracy says there are four tech
niques we can use to cause rapid
personality change. This change
happens by influencing the sub
conscious with a new series of
ideas and pictures and by pro
gramming our goals at a deep
subconscious level. First, the
written programming technique
consists of writing your goals in
specific and precise language and
doing so as often as possible.
Early in the morning, before you
start the day, take two to three
minutes to rewrite your major
goals. Get a clear mental picture
of yourself with the goal attained
exactly the way you want it.
Second, use a quick program
ming technique before any event
of importance. Whenever you
think of the upcoming event,
flash a clear mental picture on the
screen of your mind of yourself
completely relaxed and in control
of the situation. Your subcon
scious mind will give you
tremendous support.

(see CALAWAY page 11)

NTERTAINMENJ
Art on the

Get Outta
Town

Miracle Mile

By Brandi O'Donnell
Guest Writer

Are you sick of Stockton?
Do you need a change? Are you
looking for something different
to do this weekend? If you
answered yes to the above ques
tions, I have the perfect week
end get-a-way for you - a trip
to the coast and a visit to the his
toric Hearst Castle. Before you
pack your bags, let me give you
a little background and a few
tips.
This Castle, located on a hill
top in the Santa Lucia
Mountains, overlooking the
Pacific Ocean, boasted an
impressive collection of elabo
rate Italian and Spanish antiques
and pieces of art. La Cuesta
Encantada (meaning "The
Enchanted Hill") was once the
home of the newspaper publish
er tycoon, William Randolph
Hearst. It's history entails the
story of craftsmen laboring for
almost 28 years, creating an
elaborate estate of 165 rooms
and 127 acres of gardens, ter
races, pools and walkways.
Today, Hearst Castle is a State
Historical Monument with a fas
cinating history.
Guido Minetti, Hearst's per
sonal chauffeur from 1932 1934, provides a glimpse of the
magnificence and detail Hearst
insisted upon when constructing
and maintaining the Castle.
"Mr. Hearst enlarged the outside

pool twice because it was not
big enough to satisfaction. He
also wanted the indoor pool to
be lined with Venetian glass and
gold," Minetti reminisces. To
impress his famous guests,
Hearst purchased several exotic
animals to inhabit his
"Enchanted Hill." "It was not
unusual to see giraffe or white
Japanese deer grazing on the
hillside," claims Minetti.
The Castle is open for tours
daily, except Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's day.
December is a great time to
visit because the Castle is deco
rated for Christmas. Four day
time tours and one evening tour
provide glimpses of different
areas of the Castle. I recom
mend Tour One for the firsttime visitor because it provides
the most comprehensive tour of
the grounds. Be sure to wear
comfortable shoes because each
tour includes about a one-half
mile walk and 150 to 400 stairs.
Tickets, ranging from $14.00 to
$25.00, can be purchased in
advance or at the gate. The
Visitor's Center also provides a
free exhibit/mini-museum, a
food bar, picnic tables, and a
gift shop.
For more information, con
tact the San Simeon Chamber
of Commerce at (805) 9273500.

At the movies...
Mrs. Doubtfire
Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor
If you are looking for a great
movie to go to this weekend, then
Mrs. Doubtfire may not be the
one. However, if you need a
movie that is slightly amusing,
but slow and does not require
much thought, then you may, on
the other hand, enjoy this flick.
This movie is about a couple
who decide that it is time to get a
divorce; their relationship is
going nowhere but down the
drain. Robin Williams, who por
trays the husband and the father
to their three young children.
This character is an eternal child
at heart and very involved with
the children's lives. He does not
think that he will be able to live
without seeing his children on a
regular basis. But, unfortunately,
this is not what his ex-wife has in
mind, as she thinks that he is a
bad influence on their children
and an improper role model.
After a few depressing visits
with the children, he decides to
apply for the nanny position his
ex-wife has posted. Only, in
order to get the job, he must
apply and work in a disguise so
as to not be noticed by the chil
dren or his wife. He dresses up

as a woman by the name of Mrs.
Doubtfire (and the make up job
was terrific, I would not have
known the difference!). This
way, he is able to at least see and
spend time with his children. I
do not think that it is any surprise
that the couple does not get back
together and live happily ever
after. Although this movie is
reality-based, I found it to be
slow at times and definitely pre
dictable.
Williams performance was ter
rific, but it was disappointing to
see him in a movie with such a
lack of plot and action. On a pos
itive note, whatever the plot
lacked in, Williams was able to
make up for with his funny
antics.
The role of the rational wife
was played by Sally Field. She
performed very well and was
very convincing. I think many
women in the audience could
relate and sympathize with her,
especially by the end of the
movie.
All in all, I think this movie
was OK. The plot was slow and
a bit predictable, but the actors
and a few funny scenes would
make it worth spending a few
bucks to rent it on video. Mrs.
Doubtfire is rated R.

Words of Wisdom
There
no
future in any job,
the future lies in
the (person) who
holds
las the ioh
job.
u

yy

-George Crane
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Pacific presents 'Sherlock!
,
The Department of Drama and

Angelica Passantino

Dance at University of the Pacific

Senior Staff Writer

continues its season of all-alumni

i oo incnector Athelney

the haplYard
on
the
cuipn^,
the
culprits,

also

)

hypochondriac,
UsSh,
hypochondriac, Thadde
Thaddeuss

t0 capture

clears the

^ _ntile
obstacles to Watson s gentile
romance with a lady in distress
known as Mary Morstan. Love
ballads, witty patter songs, and
clever dialogue evoke the•atmo
phere of Victorian England in th

Rounding out the talente(]

are James McEntes as"
Michelle Gibson, Jeffrrey
Talk
and Scott Levin as cops' p,
Moreno as Mrs. SmitL ryj
Phillips as Jonathan Small-1?
Vang as Aman; and Hav
McCracken as Jane Smith
"Sherlock!" will be n-L I
in Long Theater on DecembJ
.9, and 11 at 8 p.m. and

originals with the musical
The Front gallery located on "Sherlock!". It was written by
the Miracle Mile is a co-opera 1984 UOP alumnus David
tive gallery that shows uncen- McCaleb, with music and lyrics
sored art and provides an equal
by Paul Blankinship. This
opportunity for all artists to dis
sprightly melodrama of revenge
suspenseful musical.
play their works. It is a place and intrigue, based on Sir Arthur
The UOP cast includes stu
where artists are supported and Conan Doyle's story, "The Sign
dents- Nathan Gonzales as the
welcomed by the art community of the Four," features the leg r nc detective Sherlock
December 5 at 2 p.m. 18
as well as the public. Although, endary, fictional character
Juan del Castillo as his
prices are $8
era %
there is often more than, one artist Sherlock Holmes.
aime-solving partner. Dr. John
sion and $4.00 for all,J
exhibiting his/her works at a
In this adaption, Holmes toys WaTson; Nova Dague as the
sentor cttzens, and U0Pl
time, it is not a group show. One
with his cohort and comic foil,
damsel in distress, Miss. Mary
be nj
of the artists, Sarah Clatterbuck Dr. John Watson, as he battles
Morstan; Justin Gingery as the calling 946-2116, or ttckj
graduated from Lincoln High deadly enemies to solve a mys
bumbling inspector. Alhelney
be purchased at the offe
School in the Spring of 1993. She tery of inexplicable murder and
Jones
Colleen Keene as
Department of Drama and-1
is currently studying at the San
hidden treasure. Employing his Jones;
^ Hudson;
Monday through Friday 9 a
Francisco Academy of Art. This renowned deductive powers, Holmes>
^mond as the
12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 5 P.m
is Clatterbuck's first exhibition
Holmes not only outmaneuvers and Kei
^
^
g|g|g
and shows her wide range of tal
ents in such diverse media as
painting, printmaking, and pho
tography.
"Empty People", is a gouache
painting that depicts ghostly
white figures walking down a
staircase. The colors employed
are black, white and gray, with a
bright red border that contrasts
greatly with the muted tones in
Guard Charles Terrell penetrates the oppos,
the painting. This red color
draws attention to the work, like
a bull fighter waving a red cloth
in front of a raging bull. One
Geoff Goodman
cannot help focusing on the float
Sports Editor
ing figures that symbolize the
shallowness of modern man. The
The Pacific basketball team
forms are highly geometric and
opened its season with two victo
most of the shapes are variations
ries in a pair of easy tune-ups.
of the rectangle. Even though
The majority of the returning
this work is linear, it conveys a
squad helped last years Tigers
sense of three dimensionality
earn the third best..record in the
through the use of dark shadows
Big West Conference,
and linear perspective.
r The exhibition games preceed
) -"The photograph titled "We Are
the three day San Juan Shoot-out
One", is a study of a nude
Tournament
which started Nov.
woman. Her backside is exposed
26
in
Puerto
Rico.
Pacific began
to the viewer as she lies on a
the tournament hesitant of their
blanket. The same image is
starting
order and was beaten
inverted on the top of the picture
handily
by
Michigan State 83-64.
to make it look as if she is float
In the Tigers second tourna
ing. The duality of the sensual
ment
game, they improved their
and sacred woman is portrayed in
shooting percentage significantly
this photograph, giving her a
sense of dignity. In this way,
Clatterbuck celebrates female
sexuality as a virtue rather than a
vice. Soft diffused light, adds to
the sinuous curves of both bodies
as they create a circle within the
Orange Bowl: Nebraska
composition. A circle is symbol
Cotton Bowl: West Virgii
ic of the reproduction. Thus,
Sugar Bowl: Florida or A
women complete the cycle of life
Citrus Bowl: Penn State c
in that they give birth to a new
generation.
Rose Bowl: Wisconsin or
This exhibition will be at the
, Holiday Bowl; Ohio State
Front gallery until November
«esta Bowl: Arizona vs.
21,1993. There will be a recep
j-arquest Bowl: Boston C
tion on December 4 for the artists
p of Fame Bowl: Mich
Shannon Bickford and Ann
Afh Bowl: Clemson vs.
UOP Alumnus returns with ' Sherlock'
,u
A
Anderson. Also, there will be a
j ne rt ock
a t t h e D e p a r t m e n t o f D r a m a and
^dependence Bowl: Virg
holiday
exhibition
from
ancock Bowl: Texas Te<
December 15th to January 30th.
Reminder: Next week "is
Liberty Bowl; Louisville
The gallery is open Wednesday
your last chance to submit
opper Bowl: Kansas Sta
through Saturday from 12-5 p.m.
an article to The Pacifican
Lat v Bow,: Oklahoma c
and Sunday from 12-4 p.m.
this semester.
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University of the Pacific alum
nus, David McCaleb (1984) will
be returning to campus on
December 3 for the premiere of
his play, "Sherlock!", the second
production in the Department of
Drama and Dance 1992-1993
season of alumni originals.
McCaleb came to UOP in
1980, double-majoring in drama
and communication with a minor
with°adCBA'n4g "e 8radl,alCd
n a BA degree in 1984.
unng his four years at Pacific,
pe ormed in a wide variety of
oles, both comic and dramatic,
Plays and musicals. His acting
bihty wo, him supporting role!
I" such plays as, "Marat/Sade "
Plates of Penzance", and
rease

' as well as the lead

roles of Callimaco i«j
Mandrake", Nathan DA
"Guys and Dolls," and .
Player in "Pippin"McCaleb was a
UOP's summer repert0D
The#
at Fallon House
#
Columbia State Parkperformed all summer
on-stage and as a te
backstage. McCaleb w j
the Department ° ^
Outstanding Actor f01^

st#

by a vote of his fellow
c#
McCaleb
is
m
employed by SRI
a human resources asslSJ|
is active in various ^

aters as a director and
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Charles Terrell penetrates the opposing defense in the San Juan Shootout..

(Men's hoops open season
Geoff Goodman
II Sports Editor

The Pacific basketball team
opened its season with two victo
ries in a pair of easy tune-ups.
lie majority of the returning
d helped last years Tigers
the third bestrecord in the
Big West Conference.
The exhibition games preceed
the three day San Juan Shoot-out
ournament which started Nov.
I 26 in Puerto Rico. Pacific began
fe tournament hesitant of their
starting order and was beaten
nndily by Michigan State 83-64.
In the Tigers second tournaI Dent game, they improved their
I shooting percentage significantly

but still came up short against
Coppin State losing 86-77.
Forwards Michael Jackson and
Glenn Griffin led the team in
scoring with 23 andl5 points
respectively.
In their final consolation
match, the Tigers had the right
stuff defeating Wright State in
overtime 99-94.
Michael
Jackson scored 38 points and
transfer Junior Marzell Clayton
led the way with 12 rebounds.
Pacific battles Oregon Dec. 4
and are ait home (vs) College of
Notre Dame Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m. ]
Both Tiger basketball teams
are optimistic for the 1993-1994
season and should be contenders
for the Big West title.

Likely college football
I bowl match-ups
Orange Bowl: Nebraska vs. Florida State
Cotton Bowl: West Virginia Vs. Texas A&M
Sugar Bowl: Florida or Alabama vs. Notre Dame
Citrus Bowl: Penn State or Wisconsin vs, Tennessee
Rose Bowl: Wisconsin or Ohio State vs. UCLA
Holiday Bowl: Ohio State or Penn State vs. Brigham Young
fiesta Bowl: Arizona vs. Miami
Carquest Bowl: Boston College vs. Virginia
Hall of Fame Bowl: Michigan vs. North Carolina State
R^eh Bowl: Clemson vs. Kentucky
Independence Bowl: Virginia Tech vs. Indinia
Hancock Bowl: Texas Tech vs. Colorado or Oklahoma
Liberty Bowl: Louisville vs. Michigan State
C°Pper Bowl: Kansas State vs. Wyoming
jUoha Bowl: Oklahoma or Colorado vs. Fresno State
Las Vegas Bowl: Utah State vs. Ball State
Freedom Bowl: USC vs. Utah
Jiamo Bowl: Iowa vs. Cal
tor Bowl: Alabama or Florida vs. North Carolina
* ^Pendant on Florida vs. Alabama and
Winsconsin vs. Michigan State

It was a disappointing loss for
the University of the Pacific
Women's Volleyball team when
they played against California
State University, Long Beach, on
November 19th, at the Spanos
Center. It took one hour and fif
teen minutes for the 49ers to
demolish the Lady Tigers in three
easy games: 15-7, 15-9, and 15-4.
Danielle Scott of the 49ers led
Long Beach State with 16 kills
and 10 digs and is considered to
be the Pre-Season Lock for the
Player of the Year.
Leading in kills for the Lady
Tigers were junior Middle
Blocker Charlotte Johansson with
10 kills and 4 digs, followed by
sophomore Outside Hitter
Dominique Benton-Bozman with
7 kills and 2 digs. Senior Outside
Hitter Natasha Soltysik added 9
digs, followed by sophomore
Outside Hitter Tara Podesta with
7. Junior Setter Lisa Johns had
14 assists in the match.

Sophomore Outside Hitter
Rebecca Downey and Soltysik
were named UOP/CEC Players
of the Match.
The next day was better for the
lady Tigers when they faced
University of California, Irvine,
on November 20th at Spanos
Center. The Lady Tigers beat the
Anteaters 3-1: 15-7, 15-10,1115, and 15-1.
Johansson had an impressive
26 kills and 9 digs, followed by
Soltysik and junior Outside Hitter
Robyn Schmitt, who each had 11
kills with16 and 6 digs respec
tively. Johns had 45 assists and
freshman
setter
Sacha
Caldemeyer added 15.
Natasha Soltysik was named
UOP/CEC Player of the Match.
The Lady Tigers spent their
Thanksgiving weekend at home,
where they hosted the 15th annu
al Community Bankers Classic
on November 26th and 27th. The
event was sponsored by Bank of
Stockton, Stockton Savings Bank
and Union Sate Deposit Bank.
The Community Bankers Classic

1993-1994 WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Nov. 30
Dec. 3-4

Dec. 8
Dec. 11
Dec. 20
Dec. 29
Jan. 3
Jan. 8
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 20
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 29
Feb. 3
Jan. 31
Feb. 5
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb. 19
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
Mar. 3
Mar. 5

at Sacramento State
at Idaho Tournament
BYU vs. Nebraska
Idaho vs. Pacific
at Fresno
• SANTA CLARA
• NEW MEXICO
• at St. Mary's
• at Nevada
•SAN JOSE STATE
•UC SANTA BARBARA
• LONG BEACH STATE
•at UNLV
•at New Mexico State
• CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE
•at San Jose State
• CAL STATE FULLERTON
• NEVADA
•UC IRVINE
•at Long Beach State
•at UC Santa Barbara
• NEW MEXICO STATE
•UNLV
•at Hawaii
•at Hawaii
•at UC Irvine
•at Cal State Fullerton

Mar 9-12

at Big West Tournament (Las Vegas, NV)

7 p.m.
6 p.m.
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5 p.m. (MT)
7:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m. (HT)
7 p.m. (HT)
5 p.m.
5:15 p.m.

r

Sports Quiz
by Larry Duncan
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
1. Name the Saints' first ever head
coach in 1967.
2. Name the first head coach ever
to lead the Saints to a plus .500season.
3. Name the only Saint QB ever to
throw for over 20 touchdowns in a
season.
4. Name the first Saint runner to
surpass over 1,000 yards rushing in
a season.
5. Name the only Saint receiver
ever to have over 80 receptions in a
season.

6. Who is the Saints' all-time
leader in interceptions picked off?
7. Who holds the team record for
longest field goal?
8. What university did former
Saints QB great Archie Manning at
tend?

Sports Quiz Answers
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is regarded as the "most presti
gious in-season tournament in all
college volleyball". The Lady
Tigers hold the best record in the
Bankers Classic history at 22-6 ,
and has won the championship
eight times.
10th ranked Pacific played
against the 18th ranked Notre
Dame, who is at 25-5 in this sea
son. The Fighting Irish fought
fiercely to defeat Pacific, but the
Lady Tigers proved to be
stronger with their years of expe
rience, beating the Fighting Irish
in three tight, but victorious
games: 17-15, 15-13, and 15-7.
Outside Hitter BentonBozman led Pacific with 20 kills
and 10 digs, followed by Middle
Blocker Johansson with 18 kills
and 14 digs. Outside Hitter
Soltysik added 17 kills and 15
digs. Johns had an amazing 65
assists in the match.
UOP/CEC Player of the Match
was given to Charlotte
Johansson.
The championship came down
to Pacific versus #1 ranked, 27-1

UCLA Bruins, on November
27th. The Bruins beat the Lady
Tigers in a close two hours
match: 15-12, 15-13, 14-16, and
15-10.
Johansson led Pacific with 18
kills and 13 digs, and was named
UOP/CEC Player of the Match,
Benton-Bozman, followed with
17 kills and 6 digs. Setter Johns
had 45 assists.
The Tigers head into the
NCAA Tournament seeded third
in the Northwest Region and
have received a first-round bye.
Pacific will face the winner of the
Forida State (vs) Depaul contest
Saturday, December 4th, in the
second round.
Five Tigers were named to the
Big West All-Conference teams
on Monday. Dominique BentonBozman and Charlotte Johansson
were named to the first team,
while Lisa Johns and Natasha
Sotysik earned second team hon
ors. Sacha Caldemeyer was
placed on the
Big West All-Conference
Freshman team.

1993-94 PACIFIC MEN'S
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Dec. 1
Dec. 4
Dec. 7
Dec. 11
Dec. 18
Dec. 21
Dec. 28
Dec. 29
Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 15
Jan. 17
Jan. 20
Jan. 22
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 10
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb. 24
Feb. 26
Mar. 3
Mar. 6

SACRAMENTO STATE
at Oregon
COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME
FRESNO STATE
at San Diego
UC DAVIS
@ vs Giorgia
@ vs Washington Tourney
«at Utah State (MT)
«at Nevada
*SAN JOSE STATE
»UC SANTA BARBARA
-LONG BEACH STATE
*at UC Irvine
*at Cal St. Fullerton
*UNLV
-NEW MEXICO STATE
CAL ST. FULLERTON
«UC IRVINE
*at Long Beach State
*at UC Santa Barbara
*at San Jose State
-NEVADA
-UTAH STATE
-at New Mexico State
-at UNLV

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 or 8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m
7:30 p.m.
7:3° ^n.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.

@ U.S. West Cellular Air Time Tournament
• Big West Tournament

Pro hockay

Worst winning percentage for one season:

.131 Capitals, 1974-75 (8-67-5)
V13& PhilaL Quakers, 1930-31 {4-36-4}

.143 Senators, 1992-93 (10-70-4)
.144 Pitts. Pirates, 1929-30 (5-36- 3)
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"It's a title bout. The ESPN
champ is fighting the
HBO champ."

"Sorry we're late. I had to
drag George here!"
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Tigers break 10 year drought
Geoff Goodman
Sports Editor
In the final game of the 1993
season, Pacific traveled to San
Jose St. November 20th and
beat the Spartans 24-20. The
Tigers showed poise defeating
the Spartans for the first time
in 10 years while earning their
2nd conference victory in a row.
Pacific took the lead after a
pair of touchdowns in the sec
ond quarter and never looked
back. The resilient Tiger
defense held the conference's
third best offense at bay by
making big plays during pivotal
points in the contest An inter
ception, followed by a 36-yard
run back by defensive back
Darius Cunnigan, set up a 1yard touchdown for fullback
Daryl Rogers, just minutes
before half-time.
The Tigers continued their
defensive fortitude refusing to
surrender the lead throughout
the second half. Quarterback
Craig Wheelihan had a solid
day completing 15 passes (2
T.D) in 33 attempts for 197
yards. Running back/receiver

Steve Mehl made three key
catches, including a 30-yard
touchdown reception with 1:13
remaining in the 3rd quarter.
Mehl also left his mark by finish
ing twelfth in the nation in kickoff returns yardage. After placekicker Jason Schouten knocked a
33-yard field goal through the
uprights midway past the 4th
quarter, the teams chances of sal
vation drew near.
"I stuck it and it was like the
greatest feeling in the world. It
was like winning the World
Series for a pitcher. Everyone is
counting on you, and you come
through. I can't compare the way
I feel with anything."
The stingy Tiger defense man
aged to circumvent the last gasp
efforts by Spartan quarterback
Jeff Garcia. On the final play of
the game Garcia launched a 45yard bomb into the end-zone.
Senior strong safety Dimitri
Gazelas preserved the victory by
shipping Tight End Brian Roche
of the ball for a dramatic inter
ception.
The Tiger defense comple
mented each other once again

with support by Linebackers
Clint and Grant Carter with 11
and 9 tackles respectively.
Charles Miller, Jami Anderson
and defensive back Duane
Thomas helped secure the win
by effectively reading the
Spartans passing attack.
The Tigers finished the sea
son tied for sixth place in the
Big West with a 2-4 record and
3-8 overall. It's a shame the
season has to end after Pacific
has developed a streak of victo
ries. The 1993 Tigers conclud
ed its season showing that
there is hope for Pacific football
against division 1 competition.
U.O.P. now has a worthy foun
dation to build on for next sea
son, in an eventful schedule that
includes a home against
National Champion
contender Nebraska. It's a
shame the season has to end,
especially since the Tigers have
now generated a winning streak
and appear focused. The squad
is optimistic the streak will con
tinue in the 1994 season. After
all, winning breeds winning
breeds winning

SPORTS WRITERS AND
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED FOR
NEXT SEMESTER
contact Geoff Goodman at The Pacifican
946-2115
IS
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Profile of a Scholar-Athlete: Gran,

,
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Cynthia Wagner
Special Guest Writer
Grant Carter once handed in a
rather lengthy and demanding
exam to a certain business profes
sor and offered the straight-faced
quip: "Thanks to you I've lifted
more than enough today; mind
writing me a note excusing me
from weight training?
Bm
don't let that devil may care atti
tude fool you. He takes his
schooling very seriously. And
the normally laid back guy from
Oregon turns into a monster on
the football field.
He has been a starter every
year he has played football at
UOP, with the exception of his
sophomore year, in which he red
shirted due to an injury. He has
led the team in tackles for the last
three years and has dominated
the Big West Conference in tack
les for two years. In 1991, he was
the second team All Big West
Outside Linebacker. In 1992, he
was named to the first team All
Big West as well as the first team
All California. This season, dur
ing the week of Nov 8, he was
named Big West Defensive
Player of the Week. Other final
season accolades may follow. On
top of his field accomplishments,
Grant is a recognized leader, hav
ing been chosen by his team
mates the past two years as
Defensive team Captain.
His achievements in football
have been matched in the class
room. As a marketing concentra
tor, he has consistently received
UOP and the Big West
Conference scholar athlete hon
ors. He admits that staying moti
vated isn't easy. "Especially dur
ing the season football can be
draining, and there's not always
much energy left." But his par
ents, both of whom are athletic,
have served as examples to per
form well academically and in
sports. "The bottom line is that I
have done it my entire life and
wouldn't know any other way."
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When frustration really sets in, be
it in athletics or academics, he
returns to a simple quotation: "To
be a great champion you must
know you are the best." To Grant,
this does not imply arrogance;
but that success, however it is
measured, means you have to
believe in yourself. This is
reflected in the advice he has to
offer other student athletes.
"Keep your confidence up in both
school and athletics" And having
a sense of humor doesn't hurt.
As for his future, Grant wants
to work in sports marketing.
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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stressing quality rather than
quantity.
WOP'S Black Studies Chair
Mam.e Darlington outlined that
difference is not deficiency. It is
not what you say that is crucial as
much as what you do. It is impor
tant to respect others whether you
iked them or not. And, that legis
lation does not necessarily
change behavior.
Mayor Joan Darrah called for
top level stands for inclusion in
all our communities. She asked
the audience to see Stockton's
richness as an asset.
Los Angeles Urban League
President John Mack urged
everyone to come to grips with
the issues of diversity. Reflecting
on the painful experience in Los
Angeles, he stated that if people
feel left out and as if they do not
have a stake in what is happening
topping
1 ready-made graham cracker
pie crust

the whole pie in less
minutes.
:'s to you, Karen," said
ibbling ova- his gauze,
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shoving the last bite

2 pkgs. (4 servings) vanilla
instant pudding
1(16 ounce) can pumpkin
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon ginger
1 teaspoon cloves

then I remembered. I forwas her birthday.

Mix cream cheese, one table
spoon milk and sugar with wire
whisk until smooth. Gently stir
in whipped topping. Spread on
bottom of crust. Pour one cup
milk into bowl. Add pudding
mix. Blend. Stir in pumpkin and
spices. Spread over cream
cheese layer. Refrigerate for at
least two hours.
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that they will destroy.
Virtual agreement was cen
tered on the need to change how
we see ourselves and the world,
to open our systems, to work for
organizational effectiveness, to
see the best recruitment as reten
tion and health in our workplace
and to build teams from trust and
respect.
Again I remembered that
acceptance starts with me. The
personal journey led me to my
commitment to celebrate diversi
ty and all that it represents. My
leadership and my personal par
ticipation gives me yet another
way to grow on my own, while
contributing to the whole. I
remembered that dealing directly
with issues in an open setting for
all to benefit. I understand that
diversity, like acceptance and
harmony, is NOT a committee,
an assignment, a position or a
project. It is a call to a new way
of doing business in a world of
change.
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Most recently, he directed
"Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy", which played
through November 13 in San
Francisco. His "Sherlock!",
which is currently in rehearsal
at the Long Theater at UOP,
was written in collaboration
with Paul Blankinship.
Blankinship,
a
Music/Multimedia Creator and
also a former UOP student,
wrote the lyrics and composed
the music for "Sherlock!".
Both
McCaleb
and
Blankinship will attend the
opening performance of
"Sherlock!" on December 3
and will participate in a "talkback" session with the audi
ence after the show that
evening. For more informa
tion or to make reservations
call 946-2116.

Now for those who had some
unnerving turkey talk over
Thanksgiving. Without appear
ing too childish, "I told you so!"
You should have been prepared.
You went home and Uncle
Harry asked you all those ques
tions about post graduation
plans and job search efforts.
You did not have any answers.
You did not even have a resume
to show him (or throw at him).
You got mad. He got more
obnoxious. Well, you have
learned a valuable lesson. So
stop by our office and at least
finish your resume.
Every senior (turkey or not)
should have one by now. Do
not forget that Christmas dinner
is just around the corner.
Gobble, gobble, gobble. Ho,
ho, ho.

Third, is the sports program
ming technique that athletes use.
You mentally go through your
entire work routine in advance.
To use this technique to attain
your goals, you must see yourself
going through every step of the
event exactly the way you would
like to do it in reality.
Finally, the standard program
ming technique consists of writ
ing out your goals in the form of
present tense, personal, positive
affirmations.
Relax so that the conscious
mind drops into a state of deep
relaxation, then read the goals
and repeat it three to five times.
Get a clear mental picture of
yourself experiencing the benefit
of attaining your goal.
These techniques, with neces
sary effort, will cause rapid men
tal programming and will make
your goals and aspirations reality.

ran cisco J [oral
209-466-4973
2337 PACIFIC AVE
STOCKTON CA 95204
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PART-TIME HELP NEEDED
INVENTORY COUNTERS
Inventory Auditors, Inc., needs employees
for our year end inventory rush (Dec 26 thru
Jan 31).
No experience needed.
Paid training.
Learn 10-key at our expense.
Transportation
provided.
Early morning & weekends.
Parttime weekend work available after January
guaranteed 30 hrs per week during this period.
Starting salary $5.50 per .hr.
Apply Dec. 16th 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Inventory Auditors, inc.
7720 Lorraine Ave. Suite 102
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Education
(Continued from front page)
Endowment is committed to the
recruitment and financial aid of
high quality students, particularly
those with minority back
grounds."
Additionally, the school
received high marks in the fol
lowing areas;
monitoring
progress; advisory services; stu
dent completion of programs; the
qualifications, assignments, load,
development and evaluation of
faculty; governance; and
resources.
University of the Pacific is one
of the 70 percent of 500 schools
accredited under the new and

more rigorous standards initiated
in 1989, according to Benerd
School of Education Dean Fay
Haisley. "We also are the only
private school in California that
is NCATE-accredited, and the
only California school NCATEaccredited from the bachelor's
through the doctorate degree,"
she said.
UOP President Bill Atchley
said he was pleased with the
NCATE report and stressed the
importance of receiving such an
excellent rating. "The faculty
and staff should be proud that
they are providing premium edu
cation to our students," he said.
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"Steve, I think you're
overdoing it."

"It may look like a simple flat
tire, Mr. Beaman, but we'll
R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND have to run some tests."

RATZ by BEN SMITH

"Sex?! We're still work;
on eye-to-eye contact!

The search for kidnapped Poll}
late Saturday when her body was
of an abandoned lumber mill in C
The discovery ended two mon
abduction from her home on Oct.
On Tuesday, the prime suspi
Davis, was moved to the Sonom:
mally charged for murder and felc
In a prepared statement release
he thanked the people around the
family. "Polly has become more I
said. "She has become America's
Polly's case shook the town
attention of an entire nation. Re
means everything to this town bt
again. She solidified what we 1
care."
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President Clinton spoke to
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"influence on American societ}
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OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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Eight semesters, four spring breaks, maybe a summer abroad, and graduation
await you. Why not make it easier and more exciting with the Data Discman?
Features; new advanced easy to use retrieval system and multi-lingual capability
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AUDIO/VIDEO SPECIALISTS
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